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ROKIOTOEX SGCB Shark Universal Roof Rack Crossbars 
 Installation Instruction 

 

1. Applications 
 

         SGCB Universal roof rack crossbars fit most of the flush roof rails with grooved outer 

surface as shown in pic below: 

 

 

 

High grade aluminum constructed. Load capacity 165 lbs evenly distributed. 
 

2. Part List 
 

Two crossbars, and required kits including 2 size Allen Keys and 2 Lock Keys. 

 

 

 

3. Assembling 
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4. Installation Procedure 

Read carefully before proceeding the assembling and installation: 

 

1. Longer bar for front, shorter one for rear. 
2. Taper side bar faces backward, like plane wing. 
3. Loose the screws under the black rubber filler to adjust bar length fitting your rail distance 
requirement. 
4. Clamp the bar on roof rails by loosing the bolts wider. 
5. Distance between two bars is from 24" to 36". 
6. Suggest to start at back then at front, installing bar too close to front easy getting more 
noise. 
7. Only Cover has L and R difference, it is based on the bar shape with uneven shape. 
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Step 1: Use the key to unlock the cover  

Step 2: Peel off the black rubber cover from each end, the use the #5 Allen key (or 

Philip Key sometimes) to loose the screws in the slot 

Step 3: Use #6 Allen Key to extend the clapper wider enough so the crossbar hard 

can ride on the roof rails, pull the head out a bit to make sure the crossbar length fits 

distance of the side rails. Check and balance the crossbars to stay in the middle of 

rooftop. 

Step4: Tight the head with #6 Allen key, and fasten the screws in upper slot.  

Step5: Put the black rubber back 

Step6: Put the cover back and lock it after fix the crossbars on both ends at front or 

at back.  

 

 


